SUBJECT OF RESOLUTION: Situation in Yemen

SUBMITTED TO: The Security Council

The Security Council,

Reaffirming the principles and purposes of the Charter of the United Nations,

Recalling its primary responsibility for the maintenance of international peace and security,


Expressing concern at the ongoing political, security, economic and humanitarian challenges in Yemen, including the ongoing violence,

Observing with grave alarm at the significant and rapid deterioration of the humanitarian situation in Yemen, and emphasizing that the humanitarian situation will continue to deteriorate in the absence of a political solution,

Deeply concerned by the use of drones to attack Yemeni oil tankers,

Alarmed by the additional aggression by the Ansar Allah towards neighboring nations,

Expressing further alarm due to the recent attack in Yemen attributed to Al-Qaeda, and other attacks characterized by indiscrimination against civilian lives, livelihood, and wellbeing, accelerating famine, disease outbreak, and the destruction of infrastructure,

Taking into account the deterioration of the situation in Yemen since the ceasefire brokered on the 1 April 2022, expired on 2 October 2022,

Concerned by the implication the lack of a ceasefire has on the ability for the 78% of citizens dependent on aid to receive said aid, and the effect the rise in violence,

Deeply concerned by the recent reports of shipments of prohibited chemicals related to the manufacturing of military grade missile fuel inbound for Yemen,

Acting under Chapter VII of the United Nations Charter,

1. Demands a general and immediate cessation of hostilities in all situations on its agenda and supports the efforts undertaken by the Secretary-General and his Special Representatives and Special Envoys in that respect;

2. Demands the adherence to a minimum standard for treatment of civilians regardless of the party involved, to ensure that civilians are as protected from as many ongoing hostilities as possible;

3. Demands the leadership of the Yemeni Government and Ansar Allah to act in good faith in all ceasefire negotiations;

4. Calls upon all parties involved with the the siege at Tiaz to immediately withdraw, as the siege is impeding efforts to deliver necessary food aid to the civilian population;

5. Further calls upon members of all parties to cease prohibitory action as it relates to the distribution and application of medicines and medical technologies;

6. Decides to remain actively seized of the matter.

Passed by consensus, with 0 abstentions